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JOUBNAL PUBLICATION ^as the subject under discussion at the staff meeting
yesterday.

Mr. Parrott, Dr. Van Siyke, Dr. Anderson, Dr. Hedrick, and Dr. Breed

told of their experiences ^ith journal and bulletin publication, while Dr. Thatcher
related his experience with a journal series at Minnesota and told of a discussion
of the subject among experiment station directors at the recent meetings at
Chicago.

The consensus of opinion seemed to be that for certain types of highly

specialized material pub>.'« setion in a scientific journal is much more adyantageous
than publication In a Station bulletin, because of the fact that the article thus
enjoys a wider distribution among those especially interested in the subject than
is possible thru the limited distribution of a Station bulletin.

The thought -*-s

also expressed that the Station gains somewhat in prestige thru outside publication.
It was suggested that it might be possible to reach a wider field of scientific
workers with our technical bulletins if the mailing lists were carefully
scrutinized with the view of including as many as possible of those who are known
to be interested in a given field of Station research.

With the present classifi

cation of the mailing j-ist along subject-matter lines, this would be a comparative
ly easy thing to do.

It was also brought out that the Station bulletins were being

adequately abstracted in the various abstract journals, so that other workers soon
learned of the contribution.
The establishment of a journal series would h^ve the advantage of putting on
record in the Director’s office and in the annual reports all contributions from
the Station to outside journals, it was said.
material is now available.

No very adequate record of this

It might also be possible in many cases to purchase

reprints of the journal article for distribution from the Station rather than to
reprint the article in a Station bulletin, a practice which has been rather over
worked in the past.

No action on the matter was taken by the staff.

DR. THATCHER announced the following1 committee on the State Pair Exhibit:
®r, Breed, Mr. Dahlberg, Mr. Sweeney, Dr. Hedrick, and Mr. Luckett,
THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE of extension woi'kers is to he held at Ithaca during:
the week of December 17. Wednesday, December 19, is the day set aside for the
subject-matter conferences when several members of the Station staff will meet
with the extension workers and discuss recent developments in the Station work,
ON TUESDAY, December 11, there will be a conference of officials of the
New York State Canntrs Association in Jordan Hall*
C. G, V^oodbury «f the National
Canners Association at Washington and members of the faculty of the College of
Agriculture at Ithaca will also be present.
MR. HENING AND MR. MARQUARDT are attending a two-day meeting of ice cream
manufacturers in Rochester this week, Mr. Dahlberg is unable to attend and his
paper will be read by Mr. Hening,
MR, F, E. MICKLE, a bacteriologist and formerly connected with public
health work, is engaged on some special research on catsup spoilage and on the
sanitary efficiency of a new type of milking machine.
The work is being financed
by commercial interests and is under the direction of Dr. Breed,
MR. NABENHAUER leaves the latter part of this week fer his examination
for his doctorate at Columbia University.
DR. THATCHER is in Albany to attend a hearing on the Station budget before
the Board of Estimate and Control.
THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE of the Experiment Station Club announces that the
Christmas party will be held in Jordan Hall at 4:30 Friday afternoon, December
14th,
It is requested that each child bring a ten cent gift, altho this seems
superfluous in view of the fact that the Committee assures the NEWS that
Santa Claus will be there and everything,
GEORGE SUCKER has kindly consented to take over the NEWS during the
Editor's absence from Geneva for the remainder of the month.

